The high-throughput genome projects have resulted in a rapid accumulation of genome sequences for a large number of organisms and large number of genes with unknown function (Hypothetical) 
Background
The high-throughput genome projects have resulted in a rapid accumulation of genome sequences for a large number of organisms and large number of genes with unknown function (Hypothetical). In biochemistry, a hypothetical protein encoded by a hypothetical gene is a protein whose existence has been predicted, for which there is no experimental evidence for expression in vivo (Zarembinski et al 1998) . As a result, the function of such genes is not known. This is due to the fact that they are predicted using computational methods, which rely on signals in DNA sequences to predict it as a gene or based on similarity to genes in other organisms. In this case, the function of these homologous genes is also not known. Not only in Human Genome, in all genomes sequenced to date, a large portion of these organisms" protein coding regions encodes polypeptides of unknown biochemical, biophysical, and/or cellular functions.
The usual scenario involving a hypothetical protein is in gene identification during genome analysis. When the bioinformatics tool used for the gene identification finds a large open reading frame without an analog in the protein database, it returns "hypothetical protein" as an annotation remark. To fully realize the value of the data, scientists need to identify proteins encoded by these genes and understand how these proteins function in making up a living cell.
Despite several efforts, only 50-60 % of genes have been annotated in most completely sequenced genomes and their functions are known. The rest 40% of the genes in any genome is totally unknown in terms of its functions. The experimental characterization of such a huge number of hypothetical genes will take many decades before the biological function encoded by such hypothetical genes is known.
As of September 2014, there are around 637 genes encoded as Hypothetical in NCBI. These hypothetical ORFs may be functionally important and play very important roles in growth, development and maintenance of Homo sapiens. Research is needed to unravel the function of these conserved hypothetical genes in Human to understand more about molecular mechanisms and biological significance of the entire Human Genome. The 637 hypothetical ORFs in the Human Genome are encoded as "Hypothetical" because its expression and existence is not proved and hence its function is also unknown.
Many Biological Processes and Disease mechanisms are still unknown due to lack of knowledge about the function of these Hypothetical genes. Once its function is revealed the so called hurdle of unknown mechanism of the Human Genome can be mastered. Automated genome sequence analysis and annotation may provide ways to understand genomes. Thus, determination of protein function is one of the challenging problems of the post-genome era. This demands bioinformatics to predict functions of un-annotated protein sequences by developing efficient tools and methods. In addition, previous studies on hypothetical genes in other organisms have revealed that many hypothetical proteins are expressed and are involved in many important biological functions (Tobias et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2003) . Similarly, experimental analysis on human embryonic stem lines reports proof for expression of hypothetical genes in the Human Genome (Bhattacharya et al., 2004) . On the other hand, a hypothetical gene FLJ30473 in chromosome 22 was found to express in multiple human tissues, including brain, colon, heart, kidney, liver, lung, muscle, ovary, pancreas, placenta, small intestine, and testis and is homologous to apoptosis-inducing factor (Xie et al., 2005) . But they employ either computational and experimental methods or just experimental methods only. However, computational functional annotation of Human proteins revealed functional descriptors for 7 Hypothetical genes (Roy, 2008) . But high throughput functional annotation of hypothetical genes in the Human Genome using computational methods is not yet attempted and experimental methods are laborious and time consuming. So, the present investigation focused on functional annotation of hypothetical genes in the Human Genome with the following Objectives:
1. To identify the uncharacterized hypothetical Genes in chromosome2 of the Human Genome. 2. To annotate the function of the uncharacterized hypothetical genes in the human Genome both at gene and Protein level. 3. To assign functional categories for the annotated hypothetical genes. 4. To assign transmembrane Topology and Sub-Cellular Localization for the unannotated Hypothetical Genes.
Methodology
The Hypothetical ORFs in chromosome 2 of the Human Genome was retrieved from NCBI [Geer et al., 2010] . To identify whether the ORFs can actually be genes two strategies were followed. Initially, conservation of the ORF in other organisms was determined using Homologene [Geer et al., 2010] and then its coding potential was calculated using Coding Potential Calculator (CPC) [Lei Kong et al., 2007] . Conservation and coding potential were determined, because the ORFs have a high probability to be functional if they are conserved and having a higher coding potential score.
Next, the annotation of the hypothetical genes which are conserved and with coding potential at the nucleotide level was done using BLAST2GO [Ana et al., 2005] with the following algorithm: Initially, the sequence was queried against BLAST to find homologs followed by mapping of the sequence with GO terms including running Interproscan. At the protein level, pfam [Robert et al., 2013] and supfam database [Pandit et al., 2002] were used to assign domains and superfamily to the hypothetical proteins. Finally, COG [Geer et al., 2010] and SCOP [Murzin et al., 2002] were used to assign functional category to the hypothetical genes.
The transmembrane topology and subcellular localization were predicted for the unannotated hypothetical genes using TMHMM [Krogh et al., 2001] and PSort [Nakai and Horton, 1999 ] 
Results and discussion
The 41 hypothetical ORFs present in chromosome 2 of the human genome were retrieved from NCBI and it was found that, it contains 9 characterized genes. The remaining 32 hypothetical ORFS were tested to find whether they can be functional and non-functional. For this purpose, Homologene and Coding Potential Calculator were used. The results are tabulated in Table 1 . The Superfamily identification using Superfamily database revealed the domains of 4 hypothetical genes and interproscan in BLAST2GO identified another 5 important domains among the 32 uncharacterized hypothetical genes in the human genome. Among the predicted domains, the hypothetical genes "C2orf82" contain a conserved domain called "AF0104" whose function is not annotated according to SCOP category. Similarly the "ARM REPEAT" identified within "C2orf63" by SUPFAM did not have functional annotation but the interproscan has successfully identified glycoside hydrolase within this hypothetical protein. This is due to the fact that failure of one annotation method can be compensated by usage of multiple methods resulting in identification of the function of hypothetical genes. Since, earlier studies have revealed that, hypothetical proteins contain fewer Pfam domains than known genes and the majority of these domains found in hypothetical proteins are annotated as "Domains of Unknown Functions (DUFs)" (Ramachandran et al., 2009), three more Uncharacterized domains were identified by pfam.
The BLAST2GO annotation has identified the two hypothetical genes "C2orf27a" and "C2orf62" to encode a protein with kinase activity and two hypothetical genes ("C2orf29" and "C2orf74") with oxidoreductase activity. The another two hypothetical genes C2orf48 and C2orf16 has metal binding activity and phosphatase activity respectively, accounting for a total of 6 hypothetical genes to involve in important metabolic process of the human genome. The results are presented in Table 2 . Soumelis et al., (2010) has discussed about the presence of more number of proteins and enzymes in chromosome 2 for information processes such as replication, transcription and translation because of the speed in which these process takes place. In accordance with this study two more genes "C2orf15" and "C2orf48" are involved in transcription among the hypothetical genes in chromosome 2. All these hypothetical genes were assigned functional category using SCOP or COG. The functional categories of these hypothetical genes using SCOP and COG are presented in Table 3 . From table 3, it is evident that maximum number of hypothetical genes in chromosome2 are involved in metabolism according to SCOP functional category, which coheres with the study of Antony et al (1999) .
Thus, among the 32 uncharacterized hypothetical genes in chromosome 2 of the human genome, functional annotation and functional categories were assigned successfully to 14 of them. In spite of serious efforts functional assignment for 14 of them could not be done, however their sub cellular localization and possibility of presence in membrane are presented in Table 4 . Extracellular Region Yes Majority of the un-annotated hypothetical genes in Chromosome 2 are localized in Nucleus and the remaining are localized in extracellular region, Mitochondria and cytoplasm. But it is interesting to note that one of the un-annotated hypothetical genes in Chromosome 2 (C2ORF66) contains transmembrane topology and localized in the extracellular region.
Conclusion
The present work has resulted in the identification of function for majority of the hypothetical proteins in the Human Chromosome 2 which can be validated experimentally Also, the functions predicted from the study gives a strong belief that the probability of expression of these hypothetical genes is very high, but further study is essential to know their expression condition. Another important aspect of such hypothetical ORFs also gives a clue that malfunctioning of similar functioning protein may enhance the expression of these hypothetical genes and act as a standby gene for the functioning of the organism. The remaining un-annotated hypothetical genes were attempted to predict the topology and subcellular localization which gives preliminary clues to understand its function. On the other important techniques such as co-expression patterns analysis and phylogenetic profiling can be employed to understand the function of such genes.
